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How would you rule?

1. North opens 1♠ - Pass by E - 3♣* by South.  North alerts and explains that it is a Bergen raise, 7-9 points and 
shows 4-card spade support, then passes after West passed!   North wants to change the bid to the “obvious” 
contract of 3♠.   You are called as the TD.  How would you rule?

2. North opens 1NT and South announces “15-17 points” simultaneously with East’s pass.  Now North exclaims that 
he intended to bid 1♠ and he pulled the wrong card by mistake.  Do you allow the change?

3. East opens 2♦ and West announces, “weak 2 in diamonds, 6x”.  East wakes up and states that he meant 2♥.  TD!

4. At trick 6, declarer pulls the ♣J from his hand and as he brings it close to the playing surface, he retracts the card 
and wants to change it.  The defenders call you the TD and they both claim to seeing the card.  Is the card 
played?

5. Trick 7 is won by West with the bare ♦A but East thought he won the trick with his ♦K.  East plays the ♠Q to the 
next trick.  You, the TD, are called, “lead out of turn”.  How do you rule?

6. East faces the  ♠A when it was West to make the opening lead.  Ruling please?

7. Declarer plays a card from dummy when he was in his hand.  What rights do the defenders have?

8. You announce, “Today we are playing a switched Mitchell, 8 rounds of 3.”   What does this mean?



Simulation              - Conducting a Poll

9.  

You are East and you must bid.  

What will it be?  

Motivation?
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